Improvisors prepare to leave a legacy
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Senior J.C. Scholfield said he hopes the group continues after he graduates. He said he hopes to plan an "all-star improv conference" comedy show in May.

"This is our version of a legacy," Scholfield said. "The group is bigger than the people that have been in it. It will continue on. We have done something truly great."

Scholfield, senior Clint Worthington and sophomore Kalamchith Latheef, who co-founded Tag in fall 2005 as sophomores, are preparing to leave the Missouri State University campus, and the entire Missouri State University community, behind.

They hope to see the group he co-founded "outlast his own time at the University," he said. "I think that's the best you can do."

"I make sure everyone knows that I'm not going away, that there's people left over from our time that want to carry it on," Scholfield said. "It's like a family."

N"ngugi, an assistant professor of journalism, he challenged the students with a question: "What did you all learn today?"
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